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This work achieved wsveral ubsantial reslts. A highly stabilized lase system suiable for many

-(O
S

detaild mlies of data storage phenomena was consructed and made to wor This la was essential for the inUetig
s which follwed. Using the stabilized lase, a re time courelaor was
ly ientd
all occumances of a test sequence imbedded in random data.
dmon
ed, which co
This corxator is the fint de1moration of the use of phase modulation to store and retfeive data
in time domain hole-burting. Inthe frequency domain, namow hols were burned and scanned
and information storage at a spectd density exeding 50,000 bis per spot was emonstted, with
of a novel
siegul to noise. We have also made the firs demonsra
pefect rmcall and exce
holesetral
domain
with
time
data
str=
phas
modulawd
rteving
and
techbiq for sWong
purposes.
has
been
disclosed
for
patent
burning. This demonstration
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PREFACE
TIi input demwcib wak p16m4d mul. AFOSR onta #F496Z-92-C-0066. TIs woA was

dmoe a th
d BM Abnodm Remsuh Cer,in San Jose, Caliona beawem Octob• l,•9 ad

Dsomober 31, 1993. Te pdncipl invutilpto was Nkhad iduan.
qsmisp
ul hoe-bui pbmoma.
-i don of ti.dom
'w tam of to wak was the i
Imidulyas adaed to Inh tiom s-omg and procesig apliuiom The pAtiwor i t-,
s= ofthe in,lmg-iom was of e role of optiWl phme eects on the damp and ,eteival of inkaglndm in mu auth doped arystalih matails. The mteala• saed was Eu':.Y'O.'l%s mamid h thbMNO knwn ra ofo
o nomagmos to hmm ou newidths, and hu the
thearetiom poamfiaM to stom a mny as puahs 10 iliom daft bits in a sio*le optiad spot.
Thais wa achieved seveal subs il rnsults. A hbigl Mbed lae system sitable for many
dsoed tdies of dta twm pemommo a was coastructed and mde to we TMs l War wu esasialfor the iuvesptio which Mowed. U.. the stabbed las. a eal time conidaor was
dim td, whicaxu ly idesuiud all octes
ofa tea sequence imbedded in random data.
li$ mui ,ois the rt daem aon of the use of phan modulafo to stoce and rutre data
in time domain hols-buýl, In the keaqm domain, nmow holm wm buned and scanned
and inbform stomp at a spiael deasky amsdins 50,000 bits per sVt was demonstrated, with
phat noiol and ueilmt sild to noim. We haoe aso made the ira dminstzation of a novd
Iebn'I , fr staoog and uhetvin phase modulated daa stmias with time domain sqpet holebunting This duonomtrtiam has beeau diuclosed for paemmt purposes.
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TBCHNICAL DISCUSSION: STABILIZED LASER
m -w eath doped esyinm mterial cunun being studid by investigator into tm domain
oo
IHiwa at low
pl.rewm as durarized by .uapmuly awow
1-W

rialslk
The Answidibe MP flm tons ofawmiluet to only i~ Hz in mat
DO
AG. k~ orderl to *nwilgets the physihs and tedlunolovy capable of timgthis narrw
has a Iinwaith compmable to or narower an
dedshabls to r a li.ww
haw k it ihb
that of the uaaauria. In pardcuja, it is impossible to study phase modulatd teelniques if the lawe
is nt phase cabit over the -n-uIahdIme sck, For thin moson, a substantial amountn ofdort
and n
wnaainve# in the NomwlemiI of a last which was suitable for making thes in-

TMw
bm a -e fw the ezimemt was a Coherent 699 drg dye Ina using Rhdamine 6G dye
1 MHz per how( or wors).
TM& Imer he a wi* "h of smwa! M , and a frequency7 drt 100
In ofdr to ms a bete Nowldth. a HHauumda emral law stabEifr was constructed. TM
of
Ae-eu y
amiy to m.onr the
stabio ll, a high fBines -i
apl phisu/&uqumcy canctium to the ls beam by m• t ao stomandelectuobi. mdq
opti mc
sooemmi
aresto to meir camty. Corosl ents hMudi the a . cavity mu also uhsrHawkidh estimated
do log lam MRofd losheri.Using these tIch1iue1, aam.
Ind to ,eamto th In . amity was addeved. This hawidh was estimated frn mauat I kWa m
of the zaems dt mibmdl mwr igpa in the contUl loop and the known 'rm 6- fut
-em ait. Mim maats of fiquncy domain spectral holes dmsod that the ahievable
I kl z ho,
owev. Studies vealed that the nzfirm amiy length
he,-uidthaw- muvc Jeg than
Auctuans

*t

wa being sondulati by anelaml ylbrautia in,the expuimental appartus. Huge smouts of
eismdi ddesiing this e. After mabstantl effot to find and liminste vibrations,
alld
mities it was d•eided toc ploy an addiion
-9
m iof
dt s
uulcsc
A
Ml
eeIhe
an W"ia absorption PPecum o -o to castral the amity
absoba 1 Impne
-1ý3nc s % oy
a hi qfty iodine cail with Diwn whir ows, a saturated absorption n
Afier ja
spsmeou ws U& ad th aity I@gt was lockd to an iodine hype&e line with a sevo
1
amy manu. It was fmtunats tha
a pldebic ctMtor (PZT) on the 1mc6
I -1m o lme wirhin both of the absorption lies o the sunpls of
dme va io"
ap+:Timsu
was the object of our studies. Thiso absorption lines were strong enough to
pouvids adiqua sigril to nmois ratios to lock the camity longth. to within a few kilolutz% short
tm a"d moh balow a kiloherz long tam.
lmqumy domain holes burned with the Iser wre still wider than desired, with 35 kHz fWulwit
hit-mu Iii the decanvolved laser linewidth being the best inabl achieved. Nonlinear fits to
the scanned spectral hole profiles we ighl Caussan Prom this, and from an analysi of the
sam system and iodine stabiliw, we condlded that the sour o the law line bcoadoing is a
wA&Ide d-ysto low fiaquneny pertubation. 71= re suevmeral potential sourcesP fir this broadening.

suc as adchasm-lile domain noise in the PZT structue, Doppler sift of theligh due to vi-

brations of the smuple andor optical deets (nmizrontc.), or a broadening mchuaain rich as

vibraton, inuced Sta da fct or lattice strmis occurring overtune periods longer than a few
milliseconds, but shoter than the meau nt tim. (typicaly a few second). Th7worc of this

-raf

remains

inwetpion.

Although the achieved finewidth was I than desired, the law stabizer exhibited drdh of less
than 200 Hz oe periods of 10 seonds or more. Long term drift was very low, since the laser was
locked to a highly sabl atomic absorption line. This tant that spectral holm patterns burned
aebhr in the time or flquecy domain were easily accessed at any time during an epeimen run,
simply by locking the lase to the appropiriate hyperfine transition. Since the laser frequency was
shifted by a menue of acousto-optic moodulators, exact and repeatable offsets of the laser frequency
by amounts up to 200 MHzin arbitrar step as fine as I Hz couldbe achieved. It was possble to
keep the laser stab centered over a spectral hole for hours if needed. Tis capabiity is unique in
the hole-bauning experim~ental commnunity to our knowledge. Whs combination of high stability
on of technoof coter wavelength and nanrrw linewidth allowed several ioficant demon
logical potential to be realized
2
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FREQUENCY DOMAIN HOLEBURNING RESULTS
As a tI ofdhear
s tabty and Swailh we bmed doS* and mui s
holes. A dotilddemndpootimdohsewnks, swhich will bel lreseNtdat tbhe ItuutionalSpectrlHole-burning
Cad maatm
th Ubbesty of Tokyo, in August, 1994 i saached. Tbese teu allowed us to
di maenift the map of actual dial daa at a Rspeln dumity of geaer than 50,000 bits par
oil
sp" . Doe to thd need to kep the 1mw fiunce low, thObem was umosed so to
v eo
swasap deasity was not dshi at.Th
Reu
ýeA beam was only a tecnics detail, d
does not preclude the uo of tightl komead beians capabl of achieving very siguificant nt
e des.itie.
Thi redout of the data took sevem seconds. This was deteined by the updaft roe of the hequss syndusmer used to ofet the Ier fiequency, and by the need fr a alificiet low bandwifth to ,up
Ig
the s-t naie in the inteosty uusauxMr
Thew dow nadout is an inhert
doabak to hoqu y domain omp in the noww lnewidth mateials, as has been tno fo a
long
. Damuae the seta holes we nurow, the fiequency of the law canot be swpt at a
high rw when mofarmng thein (reeding out the dat) without seously deradins the resouio
Thi is malowus to the sweep atde prblem on a speem aulyser when observi ng ow spier
foam.
k nnowa the holes (and thu thbigbr the spectral density), the down the sm
must be in the freuec domain. T restriction dos not hold if only a ado*ng spetrdal ca
i
utilied, a would be the case if hologanms wax being Mord. In that at",the dafta raf could be
vay hih. conc
in the gHe•t mr. baue the w secta cess would be offset by
the massively perallel, spatil zeadout. This is this best interpretation. to Put Wpon, the fiuquency
domain data presented harm Using both abswption site in the sample, and assmning a holognam
of 4,nmn dion
with
, 1000 x 1000 phnls (cMpmble to lotmfaciv Fe maMtial pIAm1s'
ta ts), a volric density of apqpjxma 4xlPuh aO at the asufce of the mysta would
be ame eA Cunommtdate-ofh-ta density for maic a op~sl disk stomp i a fhw gipbits
per sqin centime.
Thus, a potential dap dstY incuas of Nm than 100 ovwn o bed
convaniona stamp technologies could be aved in a a mateil soch as W*:.¥• usng the
spectra density dunoonstratd in this work
Assuming a 120 kHz spaing bpete holooams acsws could be achieved in less than 50 ,nmuseconds, and if the signal to noise ratio wen suffient toa readout could be acheved with a good
This is morP than a factor
= mat in I zm cond, then the bit data rat would be I gie
of 10 bet than that achieved to date with the bet mqaetc or optical disk dees. The cas. tim
of s0 soiosecoods to any of 50,000 hologpuas is a factor of 100 betr than that of my DASD
(Diet A.ccs Stump Devic, e.• a disk div).
It would be misleading to asunm that this ido of pedomae could be achieved without overcoming many dicaltis. The technicd and economic kidles to be sumounted to make peist
spectral hole-buring daorp devices a reality on finoWdle With the exception of photorfat
oopnc d
devios, howiev, thme are litray no contenders for the next gmat stomp
tachnolog. The mini
requirements of amous density, very fast access, and ultrahigh data
raft &dq=u essentaly A contending tecniquesamst inedt. 7re need for such a technAog is here today and gowing quickly. By the end of the century, in the authors opino the
miich betw j; ress•r capability end stomp device Peformansce wIl be at a ctical imp .
Thus it sis essential tut e
such as that described bre mud continue to be funded a-

3

PHASE MODULATED TIMB-DOMAIN DATA STORAGE
intend mof this mmmdx was tdeo e
olati of the pot bntis of using phem modo-

A m=a
lation to Ma inremoionin the tiose doawrath-1 than the conventional amplitudemodulation.
Amplitude modulated photon achs present swaw technical challenges if they an to be decoded
with a vqy low mw ram. In addiion, the ha that oly o

symbol (sidt-r a "I"or a 0') can be

uPsin 1 by signal power while the absence of ipel pow (but not the absence oim) =ir ss the oew symbl cases a msbstantial decrease in the mount of irmation about the
sequence of symbols wavlable to the marve; decoder. An additional difficulty wh~icapith
modulated I m-oss prement in that the shapes of the echo pulses ma not coodude to high
densities, ohme they have intenmbol intechrece and awe difficult to discrmiate temapoally with

MNky of these objeo could be
ed if it were poble to detec the
odata
m modulion of the phase oa continuous echo puls A patent n this concept has been panted to th
author. It has been badivd and ou cunent wodk has demonstaed that ostin
d by
meas
a phase modulated data puln could be rcalled with pod fidelty. The rel ti
contator, to be demodbed laoe ulies pha modulation of the daft as an essential aspect of its
oprton
,The 7 main technical hudle to studyig the value of the phase modulation -tedph e has
bee the difficuly in decodin the phase modulations c the echo pulsL Albough the data rate fr
the phase nmodu
is at a ractable level (tons, o Mhz, typically), the phase bing modulated is
that cithe lae beam optical ifquuuy, which is approximately .0•l
Thbisfiqucy is fer too
high for conventionl RF circuits to hauhde so som form of local oscilat must be provided to
bed the phase modulated
to a lower fiuquency. One of the masons for building th stable
lase was to allow such a local ocilaor to be mated. The practical difficultes of actually u
the laso as such sisp. sou
-- rc ed us to rethink the ptoblan, and a simple and elegnt solution
to the local osilldaor problem was found. his solution has ben wrttn up and disclsed fo the
purpoise of patenting it.

The of the tchnique is to sto not on•, but two population putings in the frequency domain, separated by a fixed fisquency ocfet. These population scating store phase modulated
identical data strus which' rpgratei a diffemnial phase shi between th (e.g. 180 degrees).
Thu par of population gratngs will g rate two photon edoes vep; at-di in optical frequency by
the find f•lequecy offset. If these two photon echoes am cofnear, and mu allowed to beat on the
de r, then a dMovenc signal at the fixd frequency offset wil be genated. Thu dieree sga
(at a convenient RF fquency) will have the relative phases of the two photon echoes imp rssed
upon it. Thus the phase modulation of the input data can be recovered directly from the echo,
without the need for a hig*l phase coherent external local oscillator. In addition, this technique
alleviates the need for a highl coherent lbse during the writing process. Any phase vaiations of
the W
las be m
anoded in the two populatio Scating as a common mode signal, and
mu suppressed during th mi
yeng
rpmoes
on the detector duriongradack. The optical configuration
neded to gente the two data chmnls is not excessively complex.
We wen able to pertially dmnstrate this techique. We stored a phase modulated pair of gmting

and auempted to nmac

them and to obser

the phase modulaton of the boa signaL The freque

offse was 80 Mhfz, sad the phase modulation was a square wave at a rate of I Mhz. We could
obseve the phase shif of the 80 MHz beat note at the I MHz rate very dry in the prmp echo,

but wen unable to detect i in the stimulated echoe pulses due to initating technical problems with
the detector, and a low signal to noise ratio. These problem could be overcom in a stghtward
man , but unfotm ately the conact pied befom we we able to do so. We believe that the
concept is vary sound, and se no teas that it cannot be implemented with an impoved apparatus.
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REAL- TIME OPTICAL CORRELA TOR
In cobob

am with Rany Dabbitt• crnty at the Uaivmlty of Washngton (AFOSR contract
14963043.1-0513)
we
d a ul tm conelator vw
ulned both phase
M
duleon
fa d asu m
thd
ocmzbilk to pr dat stranmslonger th the uppes state lIM i of
this wInk which wT1 beIpremanteF at the Interastional

thd minalhL A detailed dAuIp i•

oE-

bIm Cakin
atthe
ofTokyo in Angust, 1994 is atnthd. Thi work is also being
aUtivaniy
dut -y up 1 publicaton.in Optics Latus.
Th buad idea of ft
My Mou
io that the target dda
is stond in the Sound stae of the
,,nA
by conva l tim domain ipect, l hohe-bu
edbnques T7U data n
oded as
phase mod" om of the Use fsquamcy. aher h•an ampW
modulaon. 7The at sa to
be aulysmd phase modulates the hear besso Thi law beam stimulates the gSound sutat populaton
girt mated by dw (stord) tare and mut a cohlmrnt bumsiut. This 1u-tI't a
a pboton echo w is propoeoml to the cn
aIon betwem the soted target sequme
-,a the
condtiously aeoling data seqsone. The lagth of the data equm is aebtay and can ezmd
the upper state ift
of the materia (as we have dmnotted). We war able to conecty identify
&A120 occumces of the 13 bit tmagt pettem in the 3120 bit data sequmen A teoreticdl caculaion of the ceuador -vpome to the dat sequence mathes the actual mumasurd output in all
detdi eam II-Ig
the patl conelaions.
The mon rtio of the rml time coandator has seeral siaifcant upects. It is the fut storqg
and rebival of actud diiita daft with phase modulton of the optical camer which has been ac.
coplimhed in a time domain spectad ole-bun•ing syste. Second, it is a spectacular vaficaton
of the comept of a rml tim conelator with rbikmy data equ mceg The inmaedible agsemet of'the data with
rmeddgsults povids a shong nmivation to etM and
meped the wo&r.
Tis wak also Inted out the nlationsbip of the km freuncy stability (cohatence thm) to the
puMera of dt data srma , such as data rate
m d target pattern lgth. 7U demonstrtion could
nt have bern caded out without the stabid klma system prioudy desed-'b.

•

•

mS

ACNO WLRDGEMNEI'TS
"Thswock was s •am6 by Mhidbd Jdkn of the IBM Ahmadna RAuch
and Dr.
?Amo 2bu, pnauatl wfth He -1-P! Packaid Laboratoulas PRofeor Randall Babbitt of the thaiiuitmy of Wadiunton was a pulidpant in the ral trm comdator ezxpements, andcontrntd
ammwmoly to the emim body of wadi d 'scrilmd
in this epat, lHis advim and -hill wre crdtiml
to ow moua.. Rapt Maedklm of the IBM Almodw Rese arch was mery hae!d en manw
oeaiam, mad pIputeN ian smerml of the epaimmnms peI ormed und this conullt. We would
Mlm to thank Psofsmmr Thms Moubu. of the Univudty of Ofegn at fgee for may vain"abledi
iomas. We wish to thank Dr. John Hal at JILA fmr the loa of the iodi cell and alm
br his idamcandM
@nent-nm
in ma related to the stabilied lase. Finally, withou the
atwm adspp of Dr. Aan Cruig of AFOSR this wosk woud not have been possm
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APPENDIX 1: FREQUENCYDOMAIN RESULTS

Eigh Demity Fteume

Domb Dob aSrage usig a S~b~ld Dye Lame

Mmo Zhu* and C. Micadeffemson
IBM Almadw Resarch Crenter, K6S/S02, 650 Hawy Road, San Jose, Ca 95120
Phon (408) 927-2141 FAX (408) 927-2100

ABSTRACr
An eaterazay stabilized, kxhne-.hxiad dye lowe has been used to stose 216 bits at a spetra density
1f120 kWzbft in the fisquency domain in EIP+:Y2S5Os

7

High Dln.y Fteqe

Doma

Data Stragp o.f a Sftb~xed Dye Lser

Mio Zhu* and C Michae Jefbson
IBM Almaden Reserch Cntter, K65/802, 650 Harry Road, San Josn, CA, 95120-6099

Phone (408)927-2141 FAX:(408)927.2100
There has been a great deal of interest in the use of me earth doped materals such as
using time domain •tecnique 1.1. These materials
Eu÷: Y2S50o for ulta-high density data
con exhibit T2 times as long as 800 pase or more with corresponding projected linewidths of only
several hundred Hertz. Sum the typical lwidth of lum used to investigate thse materials (e.g.
dye laser) is of the order of I to SMHz, detiled studies of phmomena which can exploit the long
coherence time of the excited state
dife&
uIl Studies of phase modulation continuous conelarian, popolion grating% free nfdctio decay and so forth an greatly impacted by the lar
linewidth. In addition the actual linewidth of singie pesstent spectral holes has never been directly
masured in these materils
This soarce of experimental artifacts and imprecison can be greatly reduced or eliminated by stai-zing the laser uling techniques which dan up the phase and fiequency Jitter of the laser with
either intra-cavity or external phase/equc modulators, or both. Many of thew techniques hafe
of such a las
been pioneered by Hall and Hansch'. This pap describes the i
stabiization system, and presents results obtained usng it to bum and measure sngle and multiple
spectral hole in the pound state of Eu'T,:r2XS.
Comn ial dye las systems sufe fiom both sbort term jitter (inewidth of a few MHz), and
longer term drift, which camn be hundreds of M&z per hour. Both of thes effects can be removed
fromm the laser beam, in principle, by measuring the phase/frequency errors with a highl peie
optical frequenc reference, such as a cawity, and servoing the p-hase/frequey of the liHt with
electro-optic (BOM) and acousto-optic modulators (AOM) to remove the fluctuations. The long
tem dr can be removed by dchnin the law cavity length with ether pazo controlled mirrors
and/or a galvo drive Brewster plate.
For this experiment we used a Newport Supercavity with a 6 GI-z free spectral range and 500 kHz
linewift (FWHM) as a short tem optical frequency reference. The cavity length was stabilized
actively by locking it to an iod hyperine transition. It is a pret stroke of luck that there ae faiy
strong Iodine absorption lines within th absorption bands of both sites of the Europium ion doped
into Y2SA0.
Th experimental apparatus is shown in Figure 1. The laer beam fast phase and fequency fluctu-

ations we measured by obseving the bea between a prompt reflection from the cavity entrance
murrI and the cavity leakagfeldu with detector Dl. 7he laser beam. is phase modulated with 40
electro-optic modulator El and
MHz sidebaWnd with BOM 32. The control system u
acousto-optic modulator Al, along with the lase tweete and Vlvo plate to remove the phase and

beam. Aresultant mlinewidth of approximately I kHz relative
fiuemiommthe
to the cavity was produced, as estimated from loop enor signals and measured cavity linewidths.
This laser linewidth was degraded relative to the sample by structural vibrations, length drift, and
(appaently) a microscopi domain noise in the PZT fron whih the Supezeavity is constructed.
In order to educe these fcts, the length of the Supercavity was stabilized by a second servo loop
whch mamued the las freluency relative to an Iodine hypesfine transition using a saturation
specusnu.er Acousto-optic modulators A2and A3 allow fiequency offsets (and subsequnt fine
n the spectrometer is divided into a satrtion bea•,
tuning) of the laser frequmcy. The laser be m
propagating CCW in the drawing, and a pr

ý beam, prpaging CW. AOM A4 frequency shifts

the saturation bem by 80 MHz, and chops it at 100 kHz, for subsequent lock-in detecon. The
saturation bem enters a White cell with

roximately a 7.5 meter path in the Iodine cell. The

probe beam is phase modulated at about 500 kHz and adjusted to be coaxial with the saturation
beam. The deviation of the laser bam frequency from that of the hyperfine line is observed by a

double lock-in technique using the signal from detector D3, and used to control the length of the

Supercavity. A sero bandwidth of several kHz wa achieved in this loop, limited by structural
resonanes in the Supercavity.
8
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atabiliud
linewidh-nmo d laser beam passes through a set of computer controlled
nmu1 d.sty filters, and a pair of AOMs, AS and A6, which allow precas offsets of the laser

fluquiy relativ to the Iodie lire with a frequacy synthesizer. The beam th enters the
cryosta, puase through the sample, and is detected with a photom Lt-e tube, D4.
F•m 2 presents the profile of a spectral hole bund with no frequency offset and subsequently
amned paint by point by fsttn the laer fquency with AOMs AS and A6. The laser was
scamned ovw 200 dismft fiequmnces at a rate of 100 points per second. T7 sample of 0.2% doped
hypene transition at
Fs. 3 3SiOA was maintained at 2K. The laser was lockd to an iod
580.054 m, ner the center of the Eurapim absorption baid. The beam diameter was 4 m, the
sample was approimatelyI1 absorption, langth (3.6 mm) long&an the burning powe density was
burning time was 20 msec. During
0.016 Wjan. conesponding to a beam power of 2 mW.
scanning the laer powe was reduced to 20 nW. The line spe of the persistent spectral hole was

Gauiuun 7U nonlnear4east-squars fitting of the datfa
an apparent linewidth of 48 kHz
(FWHM). The domant contribution of this linewidth was the random fiequency noise (with low
Fauder frequency and larg RMS heaquency deviation 7) introduced by the reference cavity. The
reduaction of this fiaquency noise by the Iodine stabilization servo was limited by the signal to noise
ratio of the Iodi transition within the required bindwidth. ftnoing the contribution of the
inewidth of the mateil, the deconvolved linewidth of the persistent spectral hole was 34 kHz
Unewiddh. A better reference Cavity With proper isolation
(FIHM), which was the actual laser
would impom the actual lauerwidth dramatically. Drft of the center of the fitted hole from

the burning frequency was 200 Hz ova a 10 second peiod.
Fgu 3 shows a pattern of spectral holes represenft the 216 bit ASCII representation of the
phrase 'IBM Almaden Research Center'. A spectral hole represents a 'Y. The hole pattern was
burnd with the same parameters as above, but with a spacing of 120 kHz between bits in the fmquency domain. This is a spectral density of 333 bits/GHz, which to our knowledge is the larest

spectral density yet achieved for frequency domain da storage, oartesponding to about 50,000 bits
per spot, if both absorption bends we utilized. Since the iodine transition was used as an absolute
frequency refrmne, we wes able to tune the law frequency far away from this pattern of spectral
holes, and time it back to reteive the data.

In summary, a method of stabilizing a dye las

for precosion

of hole-buming phe-

noiam
has been presented. The use of Iodine absorptio lines to uniquely deterrmie the absolute
optical fivquency of data stored in the martedal has been demosrated. The use of such stabilized
lasers will allow detailed studies of both the physics of the materials and also of techniques such

as phase modulation which wM allow eventual realization of data storage and processing appication.
This work was performed under Air FPom Office of Scientific Research Contract
#F49620-92-C0066. We would lik to thank Dr. John L Hall for helpful discussions and the loan
of the Iodine cell.
* Current address: Hewlett-Packard Laboratories, 26M, P.O.Box 10350, 35•0 Deer Creek Road,
Palo Alto, CA 94303-0867.
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WhV axsequem oftemporally modulated optical wavefonrs illuminte an h
broadened absorbing medium the reaultant optical oherent -in output sian represet
the wa s-aorraatio or covdutn of the input temporal wavefrms. 1 The proeted
perfarmance,d aretics of coheret uraniet processors include data rates greater than
10oG•, time-b width products far in meo of 10,000, and the Abt to folly process both
amplitude and phase modulate wavefom. 12 Previously it was assumed *at the input daft
stram and pattem stream must both be shorer than the absorbing tran
-.
ogeneous
dephasing time and mist both be reentered in order to process longer or multiple data streams.'
It has recently been proposed that patterns could be permanently stored in an inhoogeneously
broadened solid and that input data streams of indefinite length could be continuously processed
in real time without the need to reenter the input pattern.-' 4 In this paper, we present a proof of

concept e
The

ofan optical coherent trnm
ontinous orrelator.
and processing steps for the continuous optical prmo
r require an
Sbroadened absorbing medium in which excited absorbers either decay or am
gated into a metastable ground state tht is not resonance with wavelengths ofthe optic
waveforms to be processed. To program this medium, two temporally modulated optical
waveforms illuminate the medium, temporally separated and angled with respect to each other.
For an optical coarelator, the two input waveforms are a pattern stream followed by a brief
reference pulse. Provided these waveforms are within the data bandwidth ofthe medium (roughly

the inhomogeeo

bandvidth of the absorbing transition) and shorter than the transition's

homogenous lifetime, the medium will respond to the combined power spectrum of the two
waveforms. The combined power spectrum contains an interference term proportional to the

product of the Fourier transforms ofthe waveforms, which is stored in the spectral population
distribto ofground state absorbers in the medium. This spectral holographic grating produced
by temporally separated waveforms is analogous to the spatial hologram produced from the

interference of two spatially modulated light beams with angular separation.
The resultant population grating acts as a spectral filter on the Fourier components of
subsequent optical data streams yielding an output signal which is the cross-correatted of the data
streams with pattern stream. The data stream is not limited by the homogeeous decay time, but
may continue to be processed for as long as the spectral population grating persists. Three

phenomena act to limit the grating lifetime: .) saturation of the transition by the data stream, 2)
the decay of the metastable state absorbers back to their original ground states, and 3) optical
pumping ofthe ground state grating to the metastable state. The saturation effba can be
minimized by ftiently lowering the input optical intensity of the data st earn. The deýay of the
metastable state depends on the material used, but can stored data has been shown to
well
-

over a day in sone materals A Satin stp could be added after the second optical waveforn to
W the ground state population dtution (hr
ptooiza
ofthe absorbers that
we ia their meted stat, after the wooed wiban). Following the gating step. an absorber
Asequemnly nci-ted by the dat stream would decy beck to its ground state distrition and
resto the prloammed spectral g•r• Other the l imtors mentioned above, there is no
limit on the processed data stra•m's duration.
A material that einodies A the required parameters to demonstrate the oontihaous cohe -transent oaltrs full potential has yet to be Ibund. In ti prodofooncept demonstra
storaew~asac11p1she usn oplto storage in the ground state hyperfine levels of th
579.9 nm 7 FO-5DQl transition in Eupt:Y2SiOS. Population grtngs in these lewis can persist
wal over an hour.3 One drawback to hyperfine soage is tdut it is a minge photon soame
Vpaoceom and thus during procesing cycle the partially easses the programme graftn (the third
limifing efaect metioned above). By lwei the data stream antenit-y, this effect was minimied
so that data streams longe
thn the upper state lifetime could be pocessed.
Figure I illustrate$ the timing otthe input wavoAns used in our e'qipent. The pattern
stream and the data stream were collinear and angled 4.60 with reaspedt to the brefrefirence
pul
Thir optical wavefins were -uPated
by aousto-opticaly modulating the ew output of
a commercial nag dye laser which was locked to an external cavity. Precise control ofthe
'wavdrm's phase and anmpitude was a ccomplishe using an S00 MHz arbitruay wavefom
genaor as the rf source for the acousto-op•c modulators. The pattern stream lasted 13 psec
and was binary phase modulated at a 1 MHz dat rate with a 13-bit Barker code
(.1,..1,0,.0.0,1A 0.1). The briefref'ene pulse aived 3 psec after the end ofthe pattern
stream was I psec in duration, and had a pulse arm ofoughly r2. Th pattern streamus
intensity was roughly 1/40 ofthe brief pul intensity. After a delay of6.24 me, the data
stream started and lasted 3.12 msec. TIe daft stream was binary phase modulated at a I MHz
daft rate and was made up offifteean 16-segment long sequences. Each 13-bit longsegments
eithermatched the pattern 13-bit Barker code ("P) or wee noise segme. Two Meifee n
segments were used: the first ("NI") was (I1O0I..1.010001I1,1,1) and the second ("N2") was
(1,0,0,1,,0,0,1,11,1,1,). The 16-segment long sequence was made up ofa combination of
these 13-bit long segments: (P,P,NI N2 I,PP,N,N2,N1,PN1,PN2,P). This sequence was
repeated 15 times to yield the data stream. Thus, the entire data stream was 13x16xl5
3120 bits long The intensity ofthe dat stream was 1/74 the pattern stream's intensity.
The 0.2% Eu3 +:Y2 SiO5 sample was cooled to 1.9 K and had a small signal absorption of
65%. The measured homogeneous dephasing time (T?,) v-.s 600 psec. The output signal was
concurrent with the data stream, but spatially separated due to the angular sepration of the input
waveforms. A gating acousto-optic modulator was used to block the intense brief pulse from
entering the photomultiplier tube used for detection. An annealing process was used before the
p
to erase any previou population grating. The recorded trace in figumr 2 was the
result of a single storage and singe processing event. The progi.--med gratings were not
accmulated and the output signal is not the average of multiple traces.
Figure 2 shows the 3.12 msec output signal broken into five contiguous 0.624 msec plots (the'
five lower plots). To emphasize, the five plots represent a single recorded output signal generated
by a single 3120-bit long data stream. The trace was broken up only for presentation purposes.
All five plots are scale identically. In both figures, the minor tick marks correspond to the 13-bit
long pattern or noise segments and the major tick marks correspond to the 16-segment long
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proesing. 111e output signal, dons am show anY siguificant decay in size or fidefty durin this
3.12 mae long time interval. Ina two~level system without population storage, the decay of the
i the output sinals anplitudefrom bIgim iS
upper state would lad to a fntor of23 reduc ion
in
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,I
data
the
by
level
the
hypfinn
of
pimping
the gratinig due to the abowventiuoned optical
To cowecdty procm the data stram , the optical comier fivewncy drift between th pattern
&d data streams must be less tan one over twice the duration ofthe pattern -tream (less than 38
kiz for the pattern stream ued) Ie ana flctuation in the peak hoots may haw been due ia
fequency
-oto q . Increased lowr
pat to ac•taton in the aterna refeence ovity re natfr
fluctuations weo observed to lead to a counsiderabile drop in the output signals fiditky.
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Theigh pattern stoag de"nuiy daws nriltiple patterns to be ssoe fixed, and
dead timeU
accessed randolyan i. wasecnd time scales by satial addressing temiqhes (ie. acoustooptic
or electro-optic deflectors). Such a coherenttas en coudiiwus optical processor would be well
suited for pattMinMtaIM Irecognitionorencodinecoding applications.
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Firure 2 The calculated oput aignal(upper plot) and the exerimental output sixa (lower

trace, broken into five contgu

plots). Ofthe lower five traces the top is the first ý34

wec of

the trbce of the output signml, th s..ond from the top is the second 624 psec of the trace, and so
on. The output signal shown is one 3.12 mac long single event trace. The vertical alignment of

the peaks is due to the 15 repetition of the patternnoise sequen• . The horizontal and vertical
scales am idenica for Al five plots. The minor and major tick marks are separated by 13 ptsec;
206 pncý raeectvl. The digitization rate was 2 MHz.
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